Our Sounding Song

(Sing to the tune of Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star)
A a

apple
B b

cell
Cc

carrot
D d
doll
E e

Elephant
F f

fish
G g

His tail goes swish!
H h

horse
igloo
Jack-o-lantern shouts, "boo, boo!"
K k

kite
Lamp
M m

Mittens

When it's damp.
N n

nest
P p

pig
Q q

Queen

In fancy socks.
R r rake
T

t

Turtle

They can't run.
U u
umbrella
V v
cvalentine
Wagon

Favourite toy of mine.
X x
(ks, ks)
x makes a funny sound.
Goes round and round.
Z z

Zebra

In the zoo.
Now our sounding song is through!